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FLAG (Front Line Appreciation Group) is a group that's dedicated to
helping feed our front line health care workers during the coronavirus
pandemic while also keeping our local restaurants in business. We
spoke with Liz Bernich of Chatham, NJ -- who teamed up with another
mom, Gina McGuire of Madison, to create the group that raised over
$25,000 for the cause in its first few days of existence. How did she
start this amazing program and how can you help or follow her lead in
your community? Read on and be inspired.
How did the idea for FLAG originate?
I saw a post about the community I grew up in (Huntington,
NY) supporting their local hospital, and thought it sounded like
a great idea so I reached out to the Chatham Community
Forum -- our local Facebook group -- to see if anyone would
like to band together to support the front line AND our local
restaurants. I immediately had an incredible amount of
interest, not only from our own town but from neighboring
Madison. We started collecting through my Venmo account
and then added PayPal, Zelle, and we were off! Next, I started
reaching out to local friends who could get me into the
hospital and to make connections to get information on who
really needed the support.

What did you find out?
A few calls into the various departments gave me a better idea of which departments and shifts might
appreciate support. I found that the night shifts were especially under stress because of new protocols -the cafeteria is closed 8pm-1am and afterward has limited offerings, plus they can't leave their unit once
their shift starts, in order to prevent them from bringing germs back into the ward. And of course, the ER
is extra busy these days, too. Everyone just seems really inundated with new training, new procedures,
extra high patient volume -- a little extra fuel and love from the community go a really long way to help
them feel appreciated and keep them healthy.
When did you decide to bring in the local restaurants?
Immediately! This only works if the local restaurants are willing to help and we want to help support
them by paying them to prepare food for the front line! We've been coordinating with them to keep
them as busy as possible and keep money flowing to them, making it a win-win for everyone. We've also
gotten word that many of the local Girl Scout troops weren't able to hold their cookie booth sales so
we've bought some to drop off at local police stations, firehouses, etc. They've been most grateful.
How have the first few days have gone?
It's been nothing short of AMAZING! Over $25,000 has been raised and meals are set for delivery for
the next few weeks. Our plan is to keep this going as long as it's necessary.

How would you suggest others set this up in their own communities?
Start with reaching out to the hospital. Focus on the ICU departments and the ER. Ask them
who else needs help.
Build momentum via your local support group. We've been able to get most of our
momentum from Facebook. We have a Community Forum group that was super helpful, but
individuals are also spreading the word to friends they know who aren't on FB. Any community
outreach method is great.
Donations can be collected through Venmo, Zelle, PayPal, etc. and sent to the person
organizing it (make sure the account is empty when you start to avoid mixing funds). Payments
to restaurants should be made however the restaurant wants -- we're trying to avoid having
them incur credit card charges, if possible.
Start connecting with local restaurants. We suggest servings on the small side, individually
wrapped, and not messy. Plastic and paper are best so food can be reheated in a microwave.
Ask restaurant to include forks, napkins, knives if needed. Our budget is approx. $6/serving for
meals (sandwich halves, small containers of hot food, generally half-sized portions).
Have the restaurants handle delivery.
We've created a weekly list for the hospital departments so they know what's coming and
when, which also helps the security folks know this is a legit effort.
Create a rotating schedule for your restaurants so you can get to everyone! Let them include
menus with their deliveries to help with advertising!
Transparency and honesty are critical. Be sure to keep your donors updated on your progress,
and the impact you're making.
Start small! Collect a small amount and get food delivered right away. Bagel breakfast is a
great first delivery!
Build a small team that can work well together, and offer complementary skills/talents.
Together you will be stronger, but each should have their own responsibility.
SAFETY FIRST Whatever you do, ensure that your efforts never undermine the health and
safety of the front line. Deliveries must be made by healthy individuals, food must be prepared
under strict sanitary conditions. Ask your restaurants what they are doing to keep clean and
safe. It's ok to ask - let's keep the front line safe.
Boxes of granola bars and bottles of water are easy substitutes if you find that working with
restaurants or making a lot of deliveries is challenging.
Always keep the point of this and our mission top of mind -- to support your local
businesses, and show gratitude to the front lines. Never waver!
IMPORTANT: Rule #1 for all chapters -- we're all locally run and responsible for the utmost
of transparency and care/keeping of our front lines. All local chapters must accept their
own responsibility and liability. No exceptions.

